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Abstract 
Self-similarity based nonlinear magnification on 3D surface texture can retain high degree reality of image. 
While the calculation of self-similarity is complex and needs long time. Parallel calculating is an ideal measure to 
solve this problem. The parallel way of Self-similarity calculating arithmetic is presented. At last the evaluation 
display that parallel processing can improve the efficiency of calculation obviously. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Most of the surface texture of the image is completed by editing the two-dimensional images, in the 
actual research and applications, some difficult problems will be occurred when you edit a three 
dimensional texture[1]. Three-dimension information ratio that contained in the three dimensional surface 
texture image is most important, reflected in the re-create a new image and  you want to use the 
information to build a three dimensional surface. 
Some edge details are easily lost when editing three dimensional surface texture and correct three 
dimensional surface will not be generated when generates new images in edited basic images. If uses a 
nonlinear amplification technique based on self-similar to three-dimension surface texture editing, this is 
a good way that these problems can be solved. Key to these technology-- similarity [1,2] because of using 
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Euclidean distance, for a 256*256 image, multiplying  computing of 256*256*2 is a large amount, time 
of running  program is very long, and real time transacting cannot be realized. Therefore needs the 
appropriate parallel algorithms to improve the efficiency of calculations. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The establishing of parallel algorithm model is given in 
section II. Section III is introduction of realization process of algorithm system, and some results 
analyzing  are given in the last section of this paper。
2. ESTABLISHED PARALLEL ALGORITHM MODEL 
During the three-dimensional image surface texture editing process, generating algorithm for parallel 
model is critical. Established algorithm of parallel model is how solving algorithm of parallel problems.  
The goal of parallel computation is fully utilizing computer cluster system resources to reduce calculation 
time, improve the efficiency of calculations. Realization method of parallel computing is that divide a 
large number of computing tasks into many sub-tasks, assign to each node do calculation at the same time, 
shows as figure 1. Due to the inherent relationship of calculation, data exchange must be carry through 
between computing nodes, above all by MPI[3,4,5,6,7,8] of the messaging environment to achieve. Parallel 
computing inevitably introduces an extra communication time between the nodes. Extra communication 
time is too large, so it will reduce the efficiency of parallel computation. If the extra communication time 
is greater than saving time of parallel calculation algorithm, then running parallel cluster computing 
system speed will be less than the speed of a computer, parallel computation would be completely 
meaningless. Three-step process of establishing parallel algorithm model shows as follow:  
(1) Several modules of the largest computing in the algorithm are found by analyzing the model, and 
these modules need parallel computation, this step is key of generating algorithm model. 
(2) Analyzing these modules that need parallel computation to find implementation methods.  
(3) Analyzing the feasibility of parallel computation, if time consuming much more than additional 
communication consuming of parallel computation, parallel computation is feasible, otherwise, it is 
inefficient. At last, the parallel model is realized by a specific program of C++ language in the next 
section. 
a large number of 
computing tasks 
Fig. 1,Sub-tasks of parallel computing 
3. REALIZATION PROCESS OF ALGORITHM 
The key of three-dimensional image surface texture editing process is parallel computing, and 
realization method of parallel computing is that divide a large number of computing tasks into many sub-
tasks, assign to each node do calculation at the same time.  
So the basic idea of surface texture editing parallel algorithm design on three-dimensional image is: 
starts the calculation process in each computation node, finds the parallel part in the algorithm, 
computation tasks are divided into several blocks, each process will complete a part of computations, and 
communication between processes are put out through MPI message-passing functions. Due to the 
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calculation of similarity computation is most large, and the rest is negligible, here similarity computation 
modules will be paralleled, images data are stored in a three dimensional array that array size is 
ImageSum*SimageRow*SimageCol, where ImageSum is frame number of images, 
SimageRow*SimageCol is size of an image. Blocking computation according to the frame for images is 
the easiest parallel way.  According to the number of compute nodes to average image, on each 
computation node have ImageSum node image, and then do computation. 
4. SPECIFIC STEPS OF PROGRAM EXAMPLE AND PARALLEL PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION 
 According to algorithm model of three-dimensional image surface texture editing, as well as basic 
idea of surface texture editing parallel algorithm design on three-dimensional image, the algorithm is 
realized by using Microsoft C++ language, and the specific realization process includes seven steps. 
4.1. Concrete realization steps of parallel processing for image similarity[5,6,7,8]
(1) Initialization of parallel program. The function of the step includes initialization of parallel 
environment and current process number and the current time: 
 MPI - Init (&argc ,&argv) ; 
//Initializes parallel environment 
MPI - Comm- rank(MPI - COMM- WORLD ,& myid) ; //The current process number and the current 
time of parallel  environment  
MPI - Comm- size (MPI - COMM- WORLD ,& numprocess) ;  
// gained sum of processes 
(2)Node 0 is read into an image file, the data be saved in a three dimensional array named 
SampleImage. 
The function of the step is that read an image file and save in the array SampleImage. 
void  FileArray(char *fname[],int fcount,int row,int col,float  
SampleImage[][maxrow][maxcol]);//Program of reading image. 
(3）Distribute data according to  the node  number. 
AverageImage = ImageSum / numprocess；
MoreImage = ImageSum  % numprocess；//Broadcast data 
MPI - Bcast (&AverageImage ,1 ,MPI-INT ,0 ,MPI-COMM- WORLD) ; 
 MPI - Bcast (&MoreImage ,1 ,MPI-INT ,0 ,MPI-COMM- WORLD) ; 
//Main node sends the part of data need to handle to each node 
 double begintime = MPI_Wtime(); 
//Define initialization timeif(myid ==0 ) {for(i=1;i<numprocess;i++) 
MPI_Send(SampleImage[MoreImage + (i-1)* AverageImage] , 
SimageRow*SimageCol, MPI_FLOAT,i ,99,MPI_COMM_WORLD); 
}// Compute nodes receive data 
else{MPI_Recv(NewSampleImage,256*256, MPI_FLOAT,i ,99,MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status); 
(4) Each node will realize parallel computing. 
for(i=0;i<AverageImage;i++) 
for(j=0;j<SimageRow;j++) 
        for(k=0;k<SImageCol;k++) 
distance(PointRow,PointCol,j,k, 
NeiborSize,NewSampleImage,ResultImage,SimageRow); 
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//Compute Euclidean distance. 
(5)Dynamic allocation of computing tasks, data are separated in the process. The process 0 collecte 
these results. 
MPI_Send(ResultImage[0],SimageRow* 
SImageCol,MPI_FLOAT,0,100,MPI_COMM_WORLD); 
// The node sends computing results to main node 0. 
if(myid==0)  {for(i = 1;i < numprocess;i ++) 
MPI_Recv(NewResultImage1[MoreImage+(i-1) 
*AverageImage],SimageRow*SimageCol,MPI_FLOAT, 
i,100,MPI_COMM_WORLD,&status); 
(6) the main node 0 make the final result do calculation again that fewer calculation,  and output the 
results and running time. 
(7）MPI_Finalize(); //Quit running environment of MPI. 
4.2. performance evaluating  
For images of 36 angles that size is 256*256, amplify disposal of neighbor domain as 9*9 is done. 
Results analysis for parallel processing shows as follows (table 1, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3).   
Table 1 Comparison of parallel processing results 
Process
number P 
Running 
time/S 
Acceleration 
ration SP
Parallel 
efficiency fp
1 Ts =14.88 / /
2 10.86 1.37 0.685 
3 8.07 1.84 0.61 
4 5.19 2.86 0.72 
5 4.23 3.52 0.70 
6 3.30 4.51 0.75 
7 2.94 5.06 0.72 
8 2.58 5.77 0.72 
Here can see acceleration ratio SP=TP/TS, parallel efficiency fp=SP/p, where p is the number of 
processes, TP is parallel computing consume on a p node; Ts  is single computer time-consuming. 
Fig.2,Image before handling                                                               Fig.3, Image after handling 
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5. Results analyzing 
Based on the above evaluation and material chart, it can be concluded that, with the increasing in 
computing nodes number, Sp will increase, These shows that the speed of parallel computation will 
continual increase with nodes increasing. It can be seen from table 1, one node performance is the worst, 
calculating consume is the longest, calculating consume of eight nodes is the least. fp should be close to 
the theory of 100%, but because of established clusters belong to the experimental nature of the project, 
itself on single PC performance is not very satisfactory, so efficient is at about 70%. 
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